
“It should take you to places and spaces not visited
before,” says William Knight, show director of
Clerkenwell Design Week (CDW). That journey is
both figurative and literal, with innovative concepts
and products showcased in multiple venues around
the hip London borough.

There’s plenty to engage aficionados and interested
visitors in the event’s showrooms, exhibitions,
installations and fringe programme, which combine
established names and fresh thinkers.

“This year, there are more showrooms than ever, with
over 80 hosting events and talks,” observes William.
“Many installations are multi-site, like Monotype’s
typographic WordPlay project, or Designworks Tiles,
who’ve highlighted a series of historic spots.”

He particularly recommends contemporary interiors
hub the Design Factory, up-and-coming designers at
Platform, and St John’s Square’s ode to luxury - all
of which translate trends to domestic consumption.

“An expression of creativity, in the context of CDW,
should be commercial. Products or skills on show
should have an application, respond to a demand
in the market or demonstrate innovation.”

Which of the 2015 designs would he take home?
“I’d be tempted by a revived classic from long-
standing manufacturers such as Vitra (with Prouvé
reissues) or Poltrona Frau (Le Corbusier). But in
the spirit of marking what’s new, I’d go for a future

classic: the Double Zero chair designed by David
Adjaye for Moroso.”

British craftsmanship and manufacture, showcased
in Design Factory and present across the festival, are
in rude health, believes William. “The UK has a great
reputation for ideas, but making is still very much in
evidence.” Though no longer “the workshop of the
world”, our “originality and quality” deserve recognition.

CDW acts as a call to arms. “Government often
sets the tone, and its support can be useful, but
confidence and informed consumers committed to
UK-made goods will contribute to the success of
manufacturing here.”

Head down to Clerkenwell - it’s your patriotic duty.
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Spending your commute fretting over
unachieved goals? Free social networking

app Linkagoal offers great support from its
community of 800,000 (and growing). Explain
what you want to achieve, whether finishing
that novel, saving up for a holiday or breaking
your eBay habit, and receive helpful advice
from others who’ve managed it. Share your own
tips, and earn badges for each achievement.

Or reward yourself with steamy new must-read
Hausfrau by Jill Alexander Essbaum (£14.99

hardback, £5.69 Kindle) -
a contemporary Madame Bovary
in small-town Switzerland.

How are you livening
up your commute?
let us know via
twitter @move_to
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The theme of the 2015 London Festival of
Architecture, June’s citywide celebration, is ‘Work
in Progress’: a nod to the capital’s ever-evolving
landscape, and examination of how a technologically
revolutionised workplace has changed our lifestyles
and building needs.

There are events, talks, screenings and tours, some
led by top cultural institutions like RIBA and the
V&A, plus an international programme headlined by
Spanish architects SelgasCano’s Serpentine Pavilion.

For an alternative view, try thought-provoking A
Clockwork Jerusalem at the Architectural Association
in Fitzrovia (www.aaschool.ac.uk; until June 6,
free entry).

Its striking exhibits - like the concrete cows on
loan from Milton Keynes, last of the post-war New
Towns - illustrate how the unlikely combination of
pastoral and romantic traditions, technology and
science fiction contributed to a very British form
of Modernism.

lonDon FEstiVal oF arCHitECturE
JunE 1-30

Various venues
www.londonfestivalofarchitecture.org

don’t Miss
new BuiLd

don’t Miss

interactive ‘agora on the green’ aims to revitalise an underused public square exhibition ‘a clockwork Jerusalem’ explores the curious roots of British modernism

Bold installations like the Hatton Garden giant diamond, part of Designworks Tiles’
walking trail, help unlock Clerkenwell’s creative past

clerkenwell ec1

Various venues
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Look out for design projects and street
spectacles as you walk around clerkenwell,
from Hidden Histories tours by designworks
tiles to ‘the invisible store of Happiness,’
a celebration of wood and craftsmanship
by sebastian cox and Laura ellen Bacon,
and ‘agora on the green’ by russ + Henshaw.


